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Introduction: 
In Lesson 1, you talked with you students about ways we can become angrier and 
angrier when we have a conflict with someone, along with ways we can calm 
down.  Today you may want to tell that that talking about our feelings is one way to 
calm down; another way is to paint, draw, or sculpt to express how we’re feeling.  
In The Clubhouse Clash of Tree Village, Figley and Zabetta sometimes feel sad, 
and other times feel angry.  The illustrator of The Clubhouse Clash used lines and 
color to convey how each character was feeling at different points in the story.  
Today students will hone their viewing skills, think and talk about the connection 
between art and emotion, and create their own art to convey fury, sorrow, or joy. 
  
Social/Emotional Concept: 
Emotions 
 
Academic Standard: 
Common Core standard RL 3.7  Explain how specific aspects of a text’s 
illustrations contribute to what is conveyed by the words in a story (e.g., create 
mood, emphasize aspects of a character or setting)   
Teaching the Standard: 
1.  In the weeks before the lesson, read The Clubhouse Clash of Tree Village.  As 

an introduction to the lesson, begin by showing students a few illustrations from 
the book where one or more characters are showing strong emotions in either 
their face or body language.  Either hold up the book to show these pictures, 
enlarge them with a document camera, or put up a digital image on an 
interactive whiteboard to show each image.   After you show each image, let 
students take about 15 seconds to just look at the image.  Then ask them to tell 
you how one of the characters if feeling, and how they know.  You might want 
to point out that making these kinds of inferences based on a person/
character’s face or body language is very useful—for example, illustrators give 
clues to how a character in a story is feeling, and people give clues to their own 
emotions.  If students notice that their teacher’s face is red and she is frowning, 
they might infer that she is angry and they’ll make extra effort to behave well 
until she calms down, or if their classmate is hunched over at recess with his 
face in his hands, they may infer that he’s sad and might want to go ask him if 
he’s OK.    
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2.  Now show some paintings that convey intense emotion; for example, Edvard 
Munch’s “The Scream” might convey misery, Pablo Picasso’s “The Guitarist” 
might convey sorrow or loneliness, and Picasso’s “Guernica” might convey fear 
and pain.  For each painting, ask students what emotion they think the artist is 
conveying and how the artist has conveyed that emotion.  For example, the 
dark oval of the character’s mouth in “The Scream” might help to convey 
misery, the use of the color blue in Picasso’s “The Guitarist” might help to 
convey sadness and the stark contrast of black and white in “Guernica” might 
convey conflict.  You may want to mention that Picasso went through a “rose/
pink period” when he was feeling happy, where most of his paintings had a lot 
of pink, and also went through a “blue” period when he was feeling sad and 
discouraged.  

3.  If time permits, read Molly Bang’s When Sophie Gets Angry, Really, Really 
Angry.  Point out the way the illustrations support the metaphor the author 
uses, like the illustration on the page describing Sophie as a “volcano, ready to 
explode.”  This read-aloud is also an excellent anchor text to reinforce the 
concept of “peace talks” in lesson 1; you might refer to that lesson as you read 
the book, pointing out how Sophie’s feelings escalate from annoyance to rage 
through the events in the book, then she calms down again by running and 
being in a peaceful place.  The book provides a good parallel to the events in 
The Clubhouse Clash of Tree Village, where Figley and Zabetta’s conflict 
escalates from hurtful words to hurtful actions. 

Practice the Process: 
1.  Have students close their eyes and think of a time they felt a powerful emotion, 

like anger, sorrow, or joy.  Tell them today they will try to convey that emotion 
as the illustrator of The Clubhouse Clash and the other artists did, through 
artwork.  You may want to have all students use the same medium today, like 
paint, or you may want to provide some choice, i.e. the option to make a 
sculpture out of play dough or a collage by cutting and gluing scraps of felt, 
buttons, or papers of different textures.  As students complete one piece, they 
can begin a new one showing a different emotion. 
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2.  When most students have completed their first painting/sculpture, do a gallery 
walk where students walk around the room looking at the work on each child’s 
desk, saying the sentence stem aloud: “That piece of art makes me feel ___ 
because the artist ____,” for example, “That piece of art makes me feel joyful 
because the artist used lots of yellow and pink swirls.”  Before the gallery walk, 
you may want to provide a “word bank” for emotion words along a spectrum; 
for example, “annoyed” and “furious” both mean some version of “mad,” but 
they are very different in the degree of anger they convey.  You may want to 
give examples; a child might feel “glum” because their birthday party in the 
park got rained out, while the child might feel “heartbroken” if her pet cat got 
run over by a car. 

3.  Tell students that it is normal to feel strong emotions like anger or sorrow, and 
that many creative people like artists and writers use their strong emotions to 
create stories or artwork.  Tell them that in the same way that having a “Peace 
Talk” can help them feel calmer or happier, for some people, creating art, 
music, or writing helps them feel better.  You may want to create a gallery of 
their work, organized by the emotion conveyed.  You may want to point out, 
too, that while some people might feel sorrow when looking at a certain 
painting, others might feel calm—everyone has their own individual response, 
and we may even feel a different way than the artist intended for us to feel, 
because of who we are.   

  
Assessment: 
Observe both students’ development of their visual artwork, such as their use of 
color and line to convey emotion, and to their ability to make inferences about how 
characters or people are feeling based on their facial expressions and body 
language.  
 
Celebrations of Achievement: 
You may want to give each child an Artist’s Award, with the medium and emotion 
they communicated filled in.  
 
Ancillary Items: 
1.  Artist’s Award with image of Julio Habanero  

Supply List: 
1.  Examples from art books of paintings that convey powerful emotions 
2.  Paints and brushes 
3.  Paper for paintings 
4.  other artistic materials if desired: play dough, types of paper and fabric, 

scissors, glue, etc.  
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